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CMB: WMAP and PLANCK

Large Scale Structures

Gravitational lensing 

Bullet cluster

Galactic rotation curves

The existence of Dark Matter is confirmed 
by several independent observations at cosmological scale
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DM is very appealing even though 
we know almost nothing about it! 
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Tim Tait’s sketch
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Minimal 
Consistent
Models

universal building 
block for complete 
models 
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Minimal fermion DM model 
(MFDM)

Inert 2 Higgs Doublet model
(i2HDM)
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Benchmarks and tools
 CalcHEP+PYTHIA8+Delphes3 

 ISR+Beamstrahlung (CalcHEP)

ILC 500 design (from ILC TDR)

 MicrOMEGAs 
 relic density
 DM DD and ID detection
 Invisible Higgs decay

(under control – the  small 
value of                      split)

 CheckMATE 
 test against LHC current 

limits
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The process under study

 Di-jet + muon + MET signature
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Observables

 Di-jet + muon + MET signature

          Is fixed (up to ISR+BRM effects)

 M
miss

 can be reconstructed:

 Missing transverse momentum,

 charged lepton energy (muon),

 angle of reconstructed W-boson 

in the LAB system,

 the energy of W-boson reconstructed 

from the di-jet pair,

 The cross section itself, 

which includes spin factors  
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W-boson and charged lepton energy distributions

 Edges in W energy distribution
(from D+ decay) have edges

which lead to kinks in muon energy 
distributions 

 between these kinks distribution is 
approximately flat

 the positions of the upper edge of 
the di-jet (W) energy distribution and 
the lower kink in the muon energy 
distribution give two equations to  
determine  M

D
 and M+
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Kinks and M
D
 and M

+
 determination

 Either of two edges in E(W) or  in E(muon) distributions can be used to determine M
D
 and M+

 However, for certain kinematics  edges either in E(W) or in E(mu) can overlap
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Kinks and M
D
 and M

+
 determination

 Either of two edges in E(W) or  in E(muon) distributions can be used to determine M
D
 and M+

 However, for certain kinematics  edges either in E(W) or in E(mu) can overlap

 Important point:  the edges in E(W) and E(muon) never overlap simultaneously:
if distance between edges in E(W) distribution is small, the distance between edges in E(mu)

 is maximal and vice versa – so the M
D
 and M+ can always be determined
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DM spin  determination

 The angular W-boson distribution
(either for real or virtual W) is found 
to be very important descriminator 
between DM spin as well as the 
main BG

 The shape of angular W-boson 
distribution is the same for two 
benchmarks for DM of the same 
spins

 The                distribution for SDM is 
the most distinct one
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Signal vs BG analysis
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Signal vs BG analysis
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Mass determination
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Spin discrimination
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Conclusions and Outlook
 Future e+e- colliders has unique power to determine the properties of DM

 Two minimal models with DM spin ½ and 0  as an example of the case study

 Kinks and edges in W and charged lepton distributions:

are very complementary since  the edges in E(W) and E(mu) never overlap simultaneously, 
so  the M

D
 and M+ can always be determined

 Powerful kinematical variables are explored: E(mu), angular distribution of W, missing 
mass which allows to

 discover 100 GeV FDM (SDM) with the few (hundered)  inverse fb luminosity

 determine mass of DM with up to a percent accuracy

 discriminate DM spin

 Next steps

 explore bigger theory space (vector DM case) and more generic parameter  space
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Thank you!
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Backup slides
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